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ABSTRACT

A paradigm for automatic speech recognition using networks of actions
performing variable depth analysis is presented. The paradigm produces descriptions
of speech properties that are related to speech units through Markov models
representing system performance.
Results in the speaker-independent recognition of isolated letters and digits are
presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recent results on Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and Speech Analysis
suggest that progress in designing recognition devices and in advancing speech science
knowledge

may arise from

an integration of the

so

called cognitive

and

information-theoretic approaches [1].

The cognitive approach attempts to infer analytic knowledge about possible
speech invariants and their relations. Work by Zue [2], Klatt [3], Stevens [4] and De
Mori et al. [5,6] are along this line.
The information theoretic approach is based on a performance model containing
states and transitions between any pair of states [7]. Probabilities can be learned that
the sy3tem is in any of the model states or is changing state through any of the
allowed transitions. Furthermore, the model generates in each state or in each
transition, observable system parameters or descriptors according to some statistical
distribution.
This paper proposes an attempt to integrate the two above mentioned
approaches.
The idea is that of extracting speech properties using know ledge about acoustic
correlates of linguistic units. For an abstract linguistic unit, the corresponding
acoustic correlates have attributes which may differ from an instantiation to another
due to the fact that different speakers produce different signals even if they intend to
pronounce the same sound. Attribute statistics of sound properties collected on a
large variety of pronounciations of the same sound from different speakers are
3

probably the best knowledge we can gather today for characterizing different
speaking styles. Furthermore, some expected acoustic properties can be m issed in
some cases and some unexpected properties can be detected in some other cases.
These aspects can also be characterized by stochastic performance models.
An important problem arising when large vocabularies have to be recognized is

that of identifying a possibly small set of Speech Units (SU) with which all the
possible words and word concatenations can be obtained by compilation.

The

learning problem is then reconducted to the conception of a performance model for
each SU.
The model proposed in this paper has a data-driven component that identifies

Acoustic Segments (AS) based only on acoustic evidence and knowledge of the
information bearing properties corresponding to different spectral structures. An
Acoustic Segment usually contains at least a "vocalic" part identified by resonancies
represented by narrow band spectral lines in a time-frequency-energy representation
of speech. An AS may contain one or more vowels with one or more consonants in
the "vocalic" part. An AS may also have a head and a tail. Heads and tails may
contain low energy sonorant consonants or consonants chara'cterized by frication
noise or by a transition between a deep dip in the signal energy curve and an energy
peak.
The coarse acoustic properties that characterize ASs and are used for delimiting
them are by no means interpretations , they are just elements for focusing the

attention of the property extractors.
phonemes,

diphones

or

syllables

Relations between ASs and SUs like

are

established
4

by

performance

models

representing, for each SU of interest, insertions, deletions, substitutions and their
statistics.
As unambiguous segmentation of continuous speech into ASs is very useful for

reducing the complexity of word hypotheses generation and verification because word
hypotheses can start only at specific time instants of the head, vocalic part or tail of
an AS.
For the head, vocalic part and tail of each AS, plans of property extraction
operators (procedures) are executed. These plans produce descriptions of speech

segments. These descriptions may apply to segments of variable duration.
Ferguson [8] has shown how performance models can be build under the assumption
that properties generated by a model have variable duration. Plans producing
descriptions perform a sort of Variable Depth Analysis (VDA) because they may
generate different types of properties for different segments.
The results of VDA can be descriptors obtained by a sort of "Knowledge-based
vector quantizer". They can also be Speech Unit hypotheses affected by a certain
score. These scores that are generated by procedures are used by performance models
consisting in stochastic automata relating words and SUs.
Unfortunately there is not a suitable theory for the conception of performance
models in such a case, but an interesting research is in progress [9]. Such research is
motivated by the existence of a similar problem in different application areas. [10,11].
While waiting for a probabilistic theory of hetereogeneous pattern descriptions, a
pseudo solution can be adopted where word hypotheses scores are obtained by just
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multiplying probabilities or scores of each segment even if the type of acoustic
properties may vary from segment to segment.
The validity of this approach ha.s been tested on a multispeaker ta.sk consisting
m the recognition of sequences of letter and digits with a short pause between any
pair of them. This vocabulary is defined in Table I.
Section 2 of this paper introduces a new model for computer perception of
speech. Section 3 shows how this model can be implemented using procedural
networks, a formalism suitable for compiling

knowledge into fa.st executable

programs.
Section 4 describes an example consisting in the multi-speaker recognition of
letters and digits. Section 5 and 6 introduces variable-depth analysis and discusses
scoring philosophies. Section 7 describes experiments and results.
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2. A MODEL FOR COMPUTER PERCEPTION OF SPEECH

The speech signal

x 1(t)

is generated by a discrete and finite sequence of actions

(1),
where

a,1:

(t,1:) denotes an action ending at time

t,1: ;a 1(t 1)

represents the silence

preceding the beginning of a sentence.
When a person reads a sentence S , a relation

(2)

R 1(S ,A)

is applied which produces A . The relation R
mood, state of health and hiptory. AB R

1

1

may depend on the speaker, his/her

may produce several As for the same S,

probability distributions for all the possible As can be derived using a generative
model.
The speech signal

x 1( t

) is generated by the sequence of actions A using another

relation

R 2 depends on the anatomy of the speaker.

Again, the same actions may

produce different signals, because the speech production system is soft and its
behavior is affected to some extent by the environment.

If the speaker does not read but generates a sentence from a set C of concepts,
then a third relation is applied:

(4).
R 3 may depend on the speaker and his/her culture. Statistical models can also be
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used for characterizing this relation.
The generation of x 1( t) can be seen as the application of the following composite
relation:

G =R 3 oR 1oR 2

(5)

according to the scheme shown in Figure 1.
Recognition consists in applying the relations in the opposite direction.

Unfortunately we have only a limited knowledge of these relations. We have used it
for building speech synthesizers. vVe do not even know the alphabet ~A { ak} for the
elements of A, although we know alphabets ~c and ~s for the elements of C and S
respectively. Furthermore , signal
another signal

x (t )

x 1(t)

is affected by noise and is transformed into

through the acoustic channel.

As we do not know

~A ,

nor we know R 2 , we can characterize actions by

descriptions of what they produce. According to this approach, the perception of
x ( t)

consists in extracting a sequence of descriptions:

(6)
where d 1( r 1) describes the silence preceding the beginning of the speech signal and
di ( ri ) describes the segment of x ( t ) between the time instants ri -1 and ri.

Segments of D

can be 10 msecs. frames or intervals of variable duration

obtained by a segmentation algorithm like the one proposed in [12].
The descriptions D can be obtained by perceptual actions in analogy with the
generative scheme.

Perceptual actions, as well as generative actions have to be

defined and used according to a criterion of economy. That is , there must be a
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limited number of actions (operators) based on which a variety of networks of
actions, can be built.
Recognition can be seen as a combination of a relation

(7)
that is the perceptual counterpart of relation R

1

used for speech generation, and a

relation:

L 2 (x ( t ),D )

(8),

that is the perceptual counterpart of R 2(A ,x ,( t ))
The relation L z(x ( t ),D) is deterministic in the sense that it can produce only
one description D for a signal

x (t

).

Description D is a sequence of descriptive

phrases. Each phrase can be of fixed duration , i.e. generated at constant time
intervals, or of variable duration , i.e. generated for intervals of different length. If
we want to maintain the analogy with the production model just outlined, D should
be of variable duration because the articulatory actions (gestures) are of variable
duration.
Descriptions must refer to parameters, morphologies and properties that are
characteristic for a sound and exhibit low variances when many speakers, different
microphones and environments are considered.
In practice, fixed duration models have been developed and tested with a
considerable degree of success mostly in speaker-dependent systems. In one of the
most successful systems developed so far [13], D is a sequence of symbols obtained
every 10 msecs. by vector-quantization with a process that is speaker-dependent
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and context-independent.
Relation L

1

(D ,S) has to capture two different types of knowledge.

The first

type of knowledge is a relation:

(9)
between a sequence U of Speech Units (SU) and corresponding description D.
There are speech units like the plosive sound / b / for which a large variety of
different descriptions D are perceived as the same sound. Relation L 11 is many-toone and it could be interesting to collect statistics of the elements of the universe of
acoustic descriptions that produce the perception of the same linguistic sound. These
statistics may represent distributions of acoustic patterns produced by a single or
many speakers having the intention of producing the same sound. Statistics may also
take into account characteristics of background noise.
The choice of SUs, for our purpose, has to be based on practical considerations
as well as on theoretical ones. For example, for some purposes, units can be just
phone classes or syllable classes.
The introduction of SUs is important because once a vocabulary

:Eu

of speech

units has been chosen and effective relations between each SU E:E u and descriptions
of acoustic properties have been established, large varieties of word and sentence
models can be built by compiling networks of SU models.
A second type of knowledge is a relation:
LdU ,S)

where S

(10)

1s a linguistic entity like a sentence and U 1s a sequence of Speech Units.
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L 12 can also contain statistics.
L

12

may represent how different speakers may have different pronounciations of the

same word. A stochastic model representing a word Win terms of SUs can be built.
An interesting possibility, we would like to explore in this paper, is that of

designing L 2 and L 1 procedurally , through actions to be performed on

x ( t)

in

order to obtain D , U and S.
Knowledge-based extraction and interpretation of signal properties has proven to
be very effective when interpretation can benefit from contextual relations [14].
Descriptions D of different level of detail (depth) can be obtained depending on

-·

model expectations or the already available context.

Feedback is also possible

between relations, although it has not been implemented in the application described
in this paper.
It seems that variable depth descriptions can be very useful in complex tasks
where a preliminary selection of hypotheses has to be done based on robust but
simple descriptions and then a more detailed analysis has to be performed involving
levels of depth depending on the competing hypotheses or on acoustic evidence.
The entire perception model can be represented by procedural networks
which invoke subnetworks at several levels.
Building

procedural

networks

is

an

activity of conditional

planning.

Waldinger [15] discusses elementary planning techniques and conditional planning.
An introduction to the use of planning techniques for ASR is described in [16].
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The most general procedural network has to operate along two dimensions using
acoustic properties extracted in different time intervals and at different levels of
detail.

It will be shown in the following Sections how these capabilities can be

implemented.
In order to perform variable depth analysis, a context in which the analysis is
performed has to be defined. Algorithms were proposed in the past for segmenting
continuous speech into Pseudo-Syllabic-Segments [12].

Although these algorithms

have shown good performances in different tasks and for varieties of speakers, they
were not error free in segmenting the speech signal into syllables.

The principal

reason for these errors was that segmentation was based only on acoustic evidence.
Acoustic Segments (AS), obtained by segmentation algorithms based on acoustic

properties, have to be treated as data rather than interpretations. Being based on
acoustic evidences, ASs can be used for driving and delimiting the extraction of more
detailed acoustic properties or as anchors for lexical access in continuous speech.
Once an AS has been delimited, a Procedural Network (PN) is invoked to
further segment it into intervals and to generate scored SU hypotheses on each
interval.

Scored SU hypotheses are used by word models that consider possible

distortions, insertions and deletions.
Figure 2 shows a sort performance model for the word 'vV.
For the sake of simplicity, the alphabet ~u is made equal to the ARP ABET
(see. [3]).
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In practice less detailed models suffice for recognizing the vocabulary defined in
Table I.
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3.

PROCEDURAL NETWORKS

A Procedural Network (PN) can be described with a formalism similar to that
used for an Augmented Transition Network Grammar (ATNG ). This formalism has
been successfully used for Natural Language and Pattern Recognition [17]. A PN is a
5-tuple

(11)
where j is the network identifier, Q is a finite set of states, A is a finite set of
directed arcs, q 0 EQ is the initial state and q1 is the final state. Without any loss of
generality we consider only PNs with a single initial state and a single final state.
Each arc ai EA is a 5 - tuple:
(12)

where q0i EQ is the starting state of ai ,qei EQ is the terminal state of ai ,Pi is a
measure associated to the arc (it can be a weight or a probability according to the
scoring method used by the PN supervisor described later on), conditioni 1s a
condition and actioni is an action; both of them are associated to the arc.

The

conditions can be categorized in two classes:
COND n
refers to a user defined condition n.
DEFAULT r
refers to a default condition (it is satisfied only if no other condition of any arc
whose starting state is

q0i

returns a score greater than r).
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The actions are executed by the PN supervisor and can be categorized in five
classes:

EXE n
executes a user defined action; such an action is usually a "matcher" which
performs some computations on the input data and returns a result.
PUSH i
is defined as follows. Let's assume that PNi has an arc that contains PUSH i.
Let 1ri be the process that executes PNi. vVhen the arc is reached whose
associated action is PUSH i, the execution of 1r i is suspended. The state of 1r i is
pushed on the top of the stack of the PN supervisor. A new process

1ri ·

that

executes PN is created and executed. When the final state of PNi is reached,
the last arc of PN; is considered. It has associated either a POP ABS f or a
POPCOND f action. This action is executed. It returns scores computed by PNi.
These scores are passed to

1r i

whose execution is resumed while

1ri

terminates.

POPABSf
is associated to the final state of a PN. It stops the execution of the current
network process as soon as the final state is reached. The result of the execution
of the user defined function f is returned.
POPCOND f
This action is also associated to the final state of a PN. It stops the execution of
the current network if all the actions associate·d to the paths in the network
leading to the final state have been executed. If the condition is reached , then
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the result of the execution of the user defined func t ion f is returned.

makes the score associated to
A

procedural

network

is

qbi

propagate to
a

qei

formalism

without any change.

for

implementing

knowledge

representations by compiling concatenations of a limited number of basic actions.
These actions produce scored interpretations of segments of the speech signal that
have to be combined with scored expectations represented in data structures attached
to network actions.
Each PN is associated a Working Memory (vVM). Actions associated with the
arcs of a subnetwork produce descriptions or evaluate scores that are stored into the
subnetwork W1'f. When a push to a subnetwork is made, the supervisor may link the
subnetwork WM with other WNI, thus establishing the viewpoint within which
conditions are tested. Data are transferred between PNs through WMs.
Most of the actions associated with arcs include plans, Hidden-Markov-Models

(HND\II), local parsers, rule-based inference units.

All these tools are used for

extracting an unambiguous description D of a speech pattern and for computing an
a-priori probability for an hypothesis H:

P (D / H)

(13)

The PN supervisor keeps up to date a search space where each node is
represented by the following four-tuple:
( q , context , T ,score )

where:
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(14)

-q is a state of the PN, with a buffer containing the information propagated by the
actions executed before reaching it,
-"context" is the context (viewpoint) in which the conditions and actions of the arcs
starting at q have to be executed,
-T is the starting time of the speech signal for the execution of sensory procedures

invoked by the actions associated with the arcs starting at q,
-"score" is the score of the hypothesis contained in or implied by "context" in a time
interval ending at T; score could be P (D (t <I> T )/ H) where t <I> is the beginning of the
sentence. T could also be a set of possible time references; in this case, score will be
a set of scores {s (t )/ t ET} . Composite scores can be evaluated as likelihoods:

L (D ,H)=Pr (D / H)Pr (H)

(15)

where Pr (H) is obtained by a language model.
The size of the search space can be kept small in spite of a large number of
states in the PN if conditions and actions are properly chosen and placed in the
network.

Example 3.1

An example of a PN to be used for the recognition of the vocabulary defined in
Table I, is shown in Fig. 3. This PN contains the action needed to recognize the word
5 (five).
The PN is supposed to extract data from the AS under analysis and to produce
a score that is an estimation of the a-priori probability that the data extracted from
AS have been observed during the pronounciation of /five/.
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The first state is associated a W11 containing the hypothesis /five/. The first arc
is associated a PUSH action whose function consists in using a subnetwork for
generating hypotheses about fricative sounds on the head of a segment.

Action

PUSH head (fr) extracts the head of the AS under analysis and executes a "Network
of Actions" (see [16] for details) on the segment head for computing the acoustic
properties that are relevant for discriminating among fricative sounds. Let data 1 be
the properties extracted from the AS head. Properties data 1 are related to the SU /f/
and the following score is computed:
Pr (data

i/ J )

The above probability could be obtained directly or through the probabilities of the
place and manner of articulation for f.

In the case of the following diphthong, the SU / ai/, there is no need to
hypothesize the manner of articulation in order to distinguish it from the other
syllables of the language to be recognized. Thus, only the properties data 2 for the
place of articulation are considered and the score (vf stays for front-vowel, vc stays
for central vowel):
Pr (data 2 /vc

vf)

are computed by the action PUSH vocalic. An algorithm for the computation of the
above probability using HNI11 in the frequency domain is proposed in [18]. In a
similar way a "tail (fr)" network is invoked for generating hypotheses about fricatives
in the tail of the segment. It will extract data, and compute a score for /v /.
Eventually, the final state 53 is reached and the action POP ABS f is executed.
The associated function f for computing the cumulative score is:
18

J : compute

Pr (data / 5)

=

Pr (data / J) Pr (data'2 / vc

vf) Pr (data 3 / v ).

Networks like the one shown in Fig. 3 are examples of a model driven
approach to word hypothesization. In such an approach there is a procedural model
for each hypothesis that can be generated.

The model driven approach and the

example of Fig. 3 have some problems that will be discussed in the following.
The first problem is that PNs like the one of /5/ and the one of

/9/

have a lot

of actions in common whose execution should not be duplicated. A more efficient
network organization will be presented in the next Section.
The second problem is that different networks may extract different types of
data in the same AS making score comparisons rather difficult.
This problem can be avoided by organizing the PN hierarchy in such a way that
properties for each interval of an AS are extracted only by a single action.
The third problem is that properties like data 1, data '2 and data 3 extracted in
different intervals of the same AS may be different in number and in quality. This
problem is common to other Pattern Recognition applications [9-11]. A pseudosolution of it has been adopted for the project described in this paper consisting in
just multiplying probabilities of different segments. Other solutions are under
investigation.
A fourth problem is that the boundary between heads, vocalic parts and tails
may be fuzzy. This possibility is not considered in the application described in this
paper although it will be investigated in future works.
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4. AN EXA.M:PLE OF APPLICATION
Lets assume we want to characterize sequences of letters and digits according to
the lexicon defined in Table 1 with a little pause between them. Let us also assume
we want to represent knowledge that is speaker-independent.
The PN conceived for this purpose is based on a data-driven approach (action
execution is decided based on data) and has several levels.
The highest level, is represented in Fig . 4. It consists of a "push" arc to a
subnetwork LEX representing the lexicon. The arc following state S </>1 in Figure 4 is
associated with a PUSH action to a subnetworks that returns the probability of
having a PAUSE after the just analyzed AS. From state S ¢2 an iterative jump to
state S ¢ under the condition "not-end" represents the fact that there is still a part of
the input signal to be analyzed; otherwise the recognition process will stop on the
execution of a POBABS arc with a stop function associated to it.
The subnetwork LEX, is shown in Figure 5.
It is subdivided into three subnetworks depending on the number of ASs
detected per word. A subnetwork ASH for generating SU hypotheses for each AS is_
shown in Fig. 6. Two subnetworks similar to the one in Fig . 6 are available. for
words with 2 ASs. Three subnetworks are used for words with three ASs.
ASH subnetwork uses actions for analyzing the "head", the "vocalic part" and
the "tail" of each AS. The AS head is analyzed by attached procedures (actions)
performing an Elaboration-Decision (ED) paradigm. Let us call these types of
procedures ED-actions. ED-actions perform variable-depth analysis on int ervals
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of AS and will be described in the next Section. There are two possible ED-actions
for the head of an AS, namely:
-plosive head
-fricative (including affricate) head
The choice of the ED action is made by disjoint conditions associated to arcs. These
conditions are regular expressions of Primary Acoustic Cues (PAC) introduced in [12].
PACs are descriptions of the time evolution of speech loudness combined with the
description of speech intervals where energy is predominant in frequencies greater
than those corresponding to the most prominent sonorant resonancies. A definition of
P ACs is recalled in Table II.
A

data-driven

process

DDPl

performs

signal

acquisition,

Fast-Fourier

Transformation (FFT), signal description in terms of PACs and segmentation of the
speech signal into ASs. For each AS a process is created that instantiates ASH.
For the AS for which an ASH instantiation has been created, the signal, its FFT
and the PAC description are stored into the 'NM associated to the ASH instantiation.
Condition "pl-head" is a regular expression of PA Cs corresponding to acoustic
morphologies that are cues for plosive sounds.
The condition "fr-head" is analogous but it contains morphologies that are cues
for fricative sounds. If none of the t·wo above mentioned conditions is verified, there
the default condition is satisfied. State Ml in Fig. 6. will be reached by only one
arc. As it will be seen later, the ED action for the AS head identifies the AS head as
a possible acoustic subsegment and extracts some acoustic properties.
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Using

techniques partially described elsewhere [16], hypotheses about the place and manner
of articulation for the speech unit in the head subsegment are generated and scored
by the following a-priori probability:
Prh = Pr { data (h) / place

n manner}

(16);

"place" is a variable that takes values in the following set:
PLset

=

{labial, front, central, back}

(17)

"manner" is a variable that take values in the following set:
MNset={high-vowel, low-vowel, oral, nasal, unvoiced, voiced-nonsonorant} (18).
The description data(h) contains acoustic properties the system knowledge
considers worth to be extracted given the suprasegmental characteristics of the head
subsegment. These properties can be broad-band spectral energies for a fricative head
or transient descriptors for a plosive head.

In the case of letters and digits, the place and manner of articulation are not
identified separately. Speech Units hypothesized by head actions are phoneme
symbols, when they are important for recognizing the letter or the digit. For example,
only the head actions can distinguish between P, B, T, G and all the letters
beginning by a consonant and ending with the same vowel. In this case the
consonants are SU hypothesized by the head process. For the letters or the digits
beginning with a vowel, it is not the head action that has the proper knowledge for
distinguishing among vowels, thus a generic "vocalic" SU is hypothesized for all these
words.
For each head action, suitable acoustic properties are extracted and a-pnon
probabilities are collected in a learning phase for concatenations of acoustic properties
22

corresponding to each SU symbol that can be hypothesized as an AS head.
For example, "plosive head" executes a network of actions described in [16].
These actions extract a number of acoustic properties and produce hypotheses not
only about plosive sounds but also about any SU (including "vocalic") that may have
generated the observed properties.

After state Ml, the ED-action "vocalic" is

executed. It segments the vocalic part of AS into stationary and transient units.

Let

be such subsegments. For each segment v:: spectral lines are considered as data (see

[18] for details) and a-priori probabilities about place and manner of articulation are
obtained by filv11vfs of spectral lines in the segment

v:: .

For each subsegment and for

each consistent "place-manner" pair, the following probability is computed.
Pr ( Vz )= Pr ( data ( v:: )/ place nmanner )

(19).

From state M2 to state M3, ED-actions for the tail of AS are executed similar to
those used for the head. A probability
Prt

=

Pr (data (t) /place

n manner)

(20)

scores the hypotheses of the tail subsegment. The data extracted in the head, the
subsegments of the vocalic part and the tail can be assumed to be independent.
The "select" action associated to the POP ABS arc computes the probability for each
candidate hypothesis

Pr (data /hyp ).
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where "hyp" indicates the sequence

of the SU hypotheses and selects the best candidate.
Let us consider the hypothesis /b/. The hypothesis "hyp" can be represented by
the following sequence of two SUs:

/b/

=

(B)(E)

where /b/ represents the letter, B and E represent SUs. The corresponding
probability will be computed as follows
Pr (data/b)

=

(21)

PrhB [ I[PrE(vz) ]PrtNr
z -1

where Prh8 is the left-hand side of the (16) computed for the place and manner of
articulation of B, PrE is the left-hand side of the (19) computed for the place and
manner of articulation of E and PrtNr is the probability that the segment has no tail.
Probability PrtNr is set to 1 if the default action is taken in the transition from M2
to M3.
Duration statistics for the Speech Units involved in each hypothesis can be
collected and used in the "select" action. As probabilities for places and manners of
articulation are computed in well delimited time intervals, durations of these
intervals can be considered as additional data.
The segmenter that

produces ASs

may undersegment

and, very

rarely,

oversegment. In both cases, hypotheses are considered with one, many or no vocalic
segments. A maximum of two and a minimum of zero segments are allowed both for
24

head and tail.
Figure 7 shows an example of the pronounciation of " five " . The total energy
curve as well as the time evolution of the low-to-high frequency energy ratio are
shown with the corresponding PAC description. Vertical lines delimit the head ,
vocalic and tail subsegments.
The first candidates produced by the "fr-head" action are:
f
t

0.0078
0.0003

The first candidates produced by the "vocalic" action are:
Al
UAI
EH

0.269
0.198
0.161

The tail has been treated as a sonorant one but hypotheses for all the sounds
observed under such conditions are generated.
The first candidates produced by the tail action are:
V

n

0.001
0.0002
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The action POP ABS f has selected the first candidate of the following list:

5
4

y
Figure 8

shows an example of pronounciation of

/w / split

into two ASs delimited

by a thick vertical line.
More details on the ED-actions will be given in the next Section.
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5 THE ELABORATION - DECISION PARADIGM

An Elaboration-Decision (ED) paradigm is executed through a certain number of ED
cycles which analyze descriptions of the same acoustic segment at different levels of
depth. The use of the ED paradigm has been discussed in a previous paper [16]. ED
cycles are PNs. According to this approach di (ri) in (6) is made of components
extracted at different levels of depth. Thus, di (Ti) can be represented as follows:

di (ri)=di,p (rd dil (rd ... dij(ri) ... du(rd

(22).

J being a function of i ,i.e.J= J(i).

Description di <P (Ti) is made of Primary Acoustic Cues (PAC). These cues are
extracted by a spontaneous activity.
The first ED cycle executes an Elaboration Phase (EP) that computes a first
level description di 1(ri ). A Decision Phase (DP) is executed that uses as data the
following description:

(23).
DP decides the next action based on the available descriptions. Other ED cycles are
performed until a termination condition is reached. Scored hypotheses are associated
to descriptions.
Local scores are a-priori probabilities. For example, the score of hypothesis H in

(24).
Different ED-actions may extract different data and obtain different descriptions for
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the same time interval

Ti.

There are possible solutions to this problem.

The first one, which has been

adopted in the project described in this paper, consists in using homogeneous
descriptions (PAC sequences) for selecting the best path of actions. Each one of these
paths applies the ED-paradigm only once for each signal subsegment. Thus the
probabilities computed for each candidate hypothesis in a subsegment are based on
the same data for all the considered hypotheses.
Another problem arises from the fact that local probabilities may not be
"homogeneous" in different intervals

because they have been computed on

Ti

descriptions extracted at different levels of depth. There are different possibilities for
combining local probabilities. One of them consists in "summarizing" the states of
each local conflict of hypotheses by a symbol belonging to a summary Alphabet
and using strings of summaries for building a performance model.

I::sA

Such a

performance model can be a Markov Sourc~. A model for each word can be
constructed and used together with a Language Model for computing sentence
likelihoods like in [7]. The other possibility, that has been adapted for the "lettersand-digits" protocol, consists in just multiplying the probabilities of segments in a
sequence to obtain a cumulative score.
A detailed description of the properties used in the ED paradigm for recognizing
letters and digits appears in other papers describing motivations for choosing certain
properties and the experimental conditions in which statistics have been collected
[16,20,21]. A brief summary of these properties is given in the following.
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5.1 Plosive sounds

Various properties extracted both in the time and frequency domain have been
used. They are described in [16].
The first description level consists of PAC. The second description level contains
buzz-bar and burst indicators extracted from the time waveform, its envelope, the
time evolution on certain frequency bands.
The third description level contains burst properties extracted m the time
intervals in which burst indicators were detected.
The fourth description level is related to spectral line transitions at the voice
onset.

5.2 Vocalic intervals

Spectral lines are extracted with an algorithm described in [18]. Markov Models
are used for modeling statistics of frequency and energy of spectral lines. They
generate probabilities of place of articulation for intervals of 20msec. duration.
Sequences of hypotheses are considered in a tree search procedure in which a node
corresponds a sequence of labels like:
(vi:vf, vz:vf, v 3 :vb, v 4 :vb)

where f stays for "front", b for "back" and v for "vowel".

The node sequence

•corresponds to the hypothesis that subsegments v 1 to v 4 represent a sequence of a
front vowel followed by a back vowel. The product of the probabilities of each
subsegment hypothesis is used as score for the node. More details in [20].
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5.3 Other consonants

Liquid and nasal sounds are hypothesized usmg a mel-scaled filter bank and
considering time evolutions of energy differences in a continuous parameter Markov
Model. Other levels of descriptions involve the use of Markov Models for spectral
lines in the stationary zone of the consonant and in the transient segments in order
to capture statistics of properties discussed in [5].
More details on the content of this subsection will be given in [21].
The ED-paradigm corresponding to the subnetwork "nons-tail" PUSHed in the
transition between state M2 and state M3 in Fig. 6 will be described as an example.
The condition "nons-tail" for the protocol of letters and digits is the following regular
expression of PACs:

COND "nons-tail"

=

a (LPK

+ LVI) (/3 + D)

(NS

+ SP)5

(25)

where a is any noise description that can precede the PACs of a vowel, {3 is any short
non-deep dip, D is any deep dip, NS is any descriptor of frication noise , and 5 is any
noise description at the end of a word.
The (25) corresponds to a "Level-¢" description obtained by the first elaboration
phase. The first decision phase selects a subnetwork NTl if the actual description
matches with /3 and NS (/f/ or /s/ are expected), a subnetwork NT2 if the actual
description matches D (/x/, /h/ or /8/ are expected).
Let us describe NTl in detail·. The elaboration phase of NTl selects the speech
signal in the time interval corresponding to the description that matched NS. In this
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time interval a power spectrum in the 2-8 kHz band is obtained every 10 msecs . using
a filter bank with 8 filters. Filter bandwidths grow logarithmically from low to high
frequencies.
From the filter outputs, five parameters are computed every 20 msecs:

1) G: the center of gravity of the power spectrum,
2) I: the filter index for which the energy output, is maximum,
3) the first three cepstral coefficients defined as follows:

b,

2i -l

cos [ s -8

1r

2

l

(26)

where: s=(l,2,3), Ei 1s the energy at the output of the i-th filter, bi is the filter
bandwidth.
The decision phase uses three Continuous Parameter Markov Models (CPNfrv'1),
one for each hypotheses NTl is supposed to generate, namely, /s/, /f/ and/ J/. The
3 CPM1vfs have three states each. Various transitions between states are allowed.
Each transition is associated a mean and a variance of the five above mentioned
parameters which are assumed to be independent and with Gaussian distribution.
Learning has been performed on 15 speakers using the Forward-Backward
algorithm [19]. The same algorithm is used for generating scored hypotheses.
The conjecture that such parameters are good properties for characterizing
fricative sounds is based on Speech Science and previously acquired experimental
evidence. The example described so far refers to a variable depth analysis with two
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levels of depth.

6 THE SUPERVISOR

Several strategies can be applied in order to build a state space of hypotheses
and to find the most plausible one. A Dynamic Programming approach has been
used to design the PN supervisor for the application outlined in Section 4.

Let

ai

be an arc of the j-th PN. Let

s1c

be the k-th segment of the input speech

signal. The contribution of such an arc is

(27)
where:
Pi is the score associated to

ai ,

gi is a function which returns the evidence of

satisfaction of conditioni, hi is the function which returns the value computed by the
actioni and

f i is the function which combines the values of its arguments in order to

give the contribution of the arc.

According

to

the

definition of Pi ,gi ,hi ,andf i , several

interpretations

of the

contribution of an arc are possible.

The assumption made for the experiment described in this paper is summarized
m the .following. Score Pi is the a priori probability of an arc; gi is the probability
that the condition is satisfied; hi is the probability that the segment

sk

matches with

the knowledge used by action acti; f i is a multiplication operator, The contribution
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ui

can be rewritten as:

(28)
Let s = s i,s 2 , ..... ,sn be an input sequence of speech segments, PN" = {k ,Q ,A ,q0 ,q1 }
be the k-th PN and a= a 1,a 2 , .•... ,an be a sequence of arcs in the network PN" such
that the initial state of a 1 is q ¢, and the terminal state of an is q1 .
The supervisor attempts to find the sequence of arcs "a" which maximizes the
conditional probability
P ( a / s )= P ( s /a) / P ( s )

(29)

for a given s. That is to find the sequence "a" which maximizes:

(30).
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7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A corpus consisting of 400 pronounciatious of the vocabulary defined in Table 1
was used for evaluating the ASR model built based on the theory presented in this
paper. The corpus was obtained by asking 100 (50 male and 50 female) speakers to
pronounce four times the entire vocabulary.
Speakers were mostly University students and instructors with different mother
tongue. They were all asked to speak in English.
A Computer programme generated random sequences of 5 letters or digits. Each
speaker was asked to pronounce each sequence presented to him/her with a little
pause between each letter or digit. Data were acquired with a Hewlett Packard
Special Purpose Workstation HP goo0-236.
Signals were sampled at 20kHz over 12 bits. The signal was windowed by a
23msecs. Hamming window and a 128 points Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT)
was computed every 10 msecs. by a TMS 320.
The rest of the processing was carried out on a VA,."'( 8600 although a distributed
version of the recognition system following a paradigm proposed in [12] is under
development. This new version uses a TMS 320 and the two processors of the HP
goo0-236 and HP goo0-320 'Workstations.
Learning was done on the first 40 speakers for properties extracted by head and
tail actions. Markov sources inferred with previous data for the experiment desc.ribed
in [18] were used for recognizing vowels and diphthongs.
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Other 20 speakers (10 male, 10 fem ale) were used for testing. A sample for each
word of the 36-word vocabulary was used for each speaker resulting in 20 samples for
each vocabulary word.
Experimental results are summarized in Table III.
Column

headings

represent

pronounced

words,

row

headings

represent

recognized words.
Figure

9

Shows

an

example

of

an

error.

The

signal

envelope of

the

pronounciation of a/b / is plotted versus time. As there is no buzz-bar
preceding the vowel onset, the letter has been recognized as /e/.
The remaining data were used for performing other experiments on groups of
letters, like those belonging to the E-set (E,G,P,3,V,C,B ,T,D), the A-set (A,K,J,8,H)
the I-set (I,9,Y) the AE-set (L,M,N,F,S) and others both in a multi-speaker-mode (40
speakers, different utterances) or in a speaker-independent mode. Remarkably bette r
performances were observed for the multi-speaker with respect to the speakerindependent mode (more the 10% higher recognition scores for some groups).
This suggests that the generalization power of the methods proposed in this
paper applied to our acoustic properties has performances that can be improved if the
number of speakers used for learning is greater than 40. We suspect that differences
between the multispeaker and the speaker-independent mode will be noticed even if
the number of speakers used for learning is greater than 100.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

A theory of machine preception of speech based on data-driven actions and a
paradigm for its implementation based on procedural networks have been proposed.
Variable-depth analysis, the possibility of invoking subnetworks at different
levels and of using Markov models by some subnetworks are among the novelties of
the proposed approach with respect to previously proposed network-based models for

ASR [22-23].
The possibility of using acoustic properties as in [24] with stochastic models of
their descriptions is another novelty of the proposed approach.
A first test of the proposed methodology has been performed on a difficult
vocabulary spoken by a variety of speakers. Results are comparable to the ones
recently obtained by other researchers [24] on a population of limited size and only
on letters.
Results can be improved, especially for some letters, by collecting statistics of
the acoustic properties of a larger speaker population or by adding new operators and
observing their influence in the performances of the fully automated learningrecognition systems presented in this paper. This may indicate how difficult is the
proper

characterization

of

different

speaking

styles

discrimination is a requirement for word recognition.
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when

detailed

phoneme
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. 1

Speech Communication Channel Model.

Fig. 2

Performance model of the word W using the ARP ABET for ~u .

Fig. 3

Example of a Procedural Network. (PN).

Fig. 4

Top level of a PN for the recognition of a lexicon.

Fig. 5

Subnetwork LEX.

Fig. 6

Subnetwork for AS hypotheses.

Fig. 7

Example of head-vocalic-tail segmentation for a pronounciation of "five".

Fig. 8

Example of a two-segment pronounciation.

Fig. 9

Time evolution of signal envelope of the pronounciation of / b/.
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TABLE CAPTION

Table I

Vocabulary definition .

Table II

Definition of Primary Acoustic Cues (PAC) .

Table III

Experimental results.

Table I The 36 word vocabulary

Zero
Four
Eight
C
G

One
Five
Nine
D
H

Two
Six
A
E
I

K

L
p

M

T

u

0

s

w

X

Q

y

Three
Seven

B
F
J
N
R
V

z

Symbol

Attributes

LPK
SPK
1t1PK
LO'vVP
LNS
MNS
LVI

tb, te,ml,zx,

MVI

tb, te,ml,zx

LDD

emin,tb,te,zx

II

II

tb,te,zx
II

tb,te,ml,zx

Li\lID
Slv.ID
LHD
SHD

Attribute
tb
te
ml
emm

zx

Table II
Primary Acoustic Cues
Description
long peak of total energy (TE)
short peak of TE
peak of TE of medium duration
low energy peak of TE
long nonsonorant tract
medium nonsonorant tract
long vocalic tract adjacent to a LNS or a MNS in a TE
peak
medium vocalic tract adjacent to a LNS or a MNS in a
TE peak
short deep dip of total energy
long dip of total energy with medium depth
short dip of total energy with medium depth
long non-deep dip of total energy
short non-deep dip of total energy
Attribute description
Description
time of beginning
time of end
ma..·<imum signal energy in the peak
minimum total energy in a dip
maximum zero-crossing density of the signal derivative in
the tract
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